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Point Of View

► After more than half a year, the timing is suitable for looking at the effects of the domestic gas price distortions brought about by the EO

114/2018. One notable aspect is the observed high level of domestic gas prices (values taken from the Romania Commodity Exchange –

RCE) during the summer period (see the graph below). This breaks the pattern observed in the years before when, during the summer

months, gas prices were typically lower, by around 25%. Moreover, this happens in circumstances when external reference prices, such as

CEGH front month prices, are falling.

► From an economic point of view, gas prices exhibit a classic behavior, as observed by any prices that are capped artificially below their

free market clearing level. (A good example is a government-imposed exchange rate, which generally creates two quotations, an official

and a so-called shadow exchange rate, the latter typically higher than the former). In this case, the tendency is clear, domestic gas prices

should converge towards import prices.

Domestic Gas Market Prices Have Become Strongly Distorted

Following the EO 114/18
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Point Of View

CEGH prices presented in the figure

are lower, at the moment, than

those of the gas imported from

Russia. Population will also suffer as,

overall, its net purchasing power

becomes negative as price rises on

other goods and services – triggered

by higher input gas costs - would

outweigh the apparent ‘’benefits’’ of

the price cap.
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Annual net foreign direct investment

(FDI) has been falling during the first

five months of the year compared to

the same period a year ago. A lower FDI

could potentially point towards an

increased domestic market risk as,

despite the fact that the economy is still

growing reasonably strong, foreign

investors appear to have a more

cautious approach towards the

economy.
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Retail volumes were up by 6%

on a 12-month rolling average

basis at the end of June, their

lowest level in more than four

years. Despite this, however,

domestic consumption would

likely remain the main engine of

growth this year.
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Short-term economic prospects for the

domestic economy remain positive

according to the latest survey of the

National Institute of Statistics (INSSE).

For the July – September period the

economic activity is expected to

expand across all sectors barring

manufacturing. Prices are envisaged

to go up, except for the services sector,

where they are seen as stagnating.
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Brent oil prices traded above USD

61/bbl in August as US shale supply

growth is expected to outpace oil

demand growth this year. But, the

recent imposition of a 10% tariff by

the US on USD 300 Bn of Chinese

imports threaten to send oil prices

lower, especially if China decides to

retaliate and buy Iranian oil.
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p – provisional; e- estimated, * - forecast values; Q1 – first

quarter; S1 – first semester; eop – end of period; All forecasts

assume constant taxes. (1) own forecast. Romania’s GDP growth

forecast: European Commission (EC) (Revised May 2019): 3.3%

in 2019 and 3.1% in 2020. (1a) – annual growth, seasonally

adjusted. (2) own forecast. NBR CPI forecasts are 4.2% for end

2019 and 3.3% for 2020. EC: 3.6% for end 2019 and 3.0% for end

2020 (HCPI inflation). (3) own forecast. EC C/A balance forecasts

is -5.2% of GDP for 2019 and -5.3% in 2020. (4) Includes

guarantees issued by central and local authorities.

Sources: Own forecast, European Commission, IMF, local

authorities
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Disclaimer:

The material presented in this Bulletin is intended to encourage better understanding of economic policy and financial markets. Neither the information nor the opinions

expressed herein constitute, or are to be construed as, an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sale of any commodities, securities or investments. Although the information

compiled herein is considered reliable, its accuracy is not guaranteed and is not to be taken in substitution for the exercise of judgment by any recipient. Any person using this

Bulletin’s material does so solely at his own risk and the Author shall be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof.
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